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books of readings are a widely adopted literary form whose
popularity shows no signs of abating sometimes such multi
authored works represent previously unpublished scholarship
more commonly their redeeming social value must be sought in
the skill and judgment with which the editor puts together a
package that is useful in the classroom or on the reference
shelf although a reader generally stands or falls on its success
as a pedagogical tool a particularly felicitous combination of
selection and editing may sometimes produce a solid contribution to the development of a discipline such certainly has
been the impact of the rosenau reader 1 and such was the intent if not the impact of the multivolumed
multi volumed collection of
readings the strategy of the world order edited by falk and
mendlovitz for the world law fund 2 whereas the rosenau
volume was a landmark in the empirical study of international
relations the falk and mendlovitz readers are part of a larger
project to promote the study of world order emphasizing the
overhanging
overhanaina threat of nuclear destruction and the need of
drastic change in the structure of the international system
the farnsworth and gray volume falls in a more modest
and thickly populated category it claims only the smallest contrib ution to original scholarship and it is not intended nor
tribution
is it likely to have any substantial impact on the development
of international relations as an academic discipline it postu
kostu
ames N rosenau international politics and foreign policy new york
iames
the free press 1961 this reader with nearly all new material has gone into

edition
but the first edition remains in print
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lates no special theoretical framework other than the two concepts of change and security around which the book is
organized it has no concern with methodology indeed it has
not a single article that utilizes quantitative techniques it is
simply in the editors words a book of supplementary readings for the introductory course
to produce a book of readings for the introductory international relations course may be a modest enough objective but
certainly not an unimportant one and security in a world of
change must be considered in that light in format the book
consists of eighty two edited selections organized in five chapters with brief introductory notes consuming twenty one pages
in all at the beginning of each chapter the five chapter
headings give a fairly accurate representation of the book s intel
tellectual
lectual thrust change and the basic concepts
contemporary patterns of foreign policy
the struggle for power
the struggle for international order and peace in whose
time
these themes are clearly appropriate to the editors
objective if not altogether original in concept with eighty
two short selections averaging just under five pages each the
editors have obviously opted for breadth of coverage and viewpoint rather than depth four of the articles authored respectively by farnsworth and three of his colleagues at brigham
young are published here for the first time the others have
previously appeared elsewhere
although by no means devoid of empirical analysis in the
traditional sense the pieces have been chosen primarily to present a point of view on significant international issues or foreign
policy problems this orientation led the editors to avoid the
professional quarterlies specializing in the publication of research and to draw instead from sources characterized by brief
reporting of policy positions or social and political commentary thus ten of the selections come from the saturday review eight from the world today and seven from the depart ment of state bulletin eight others are taken from newspartment
papers four from vital speeches of the day and nine others
from speeches for which no previous published source is indicated of the eighty two pieces in fact twenty eight were
originally delivered as speeches some of the better known
contributors are lyndon johnson ho chi minh LI brezhnev
charles W yost eugene J mccarthy hubert humphrey
reinhold niebuhr zbigniew brzezinski dean rusk otto pass
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man pope john XXIII george kennan and john F kennedy
one may legitimately ask how this collection of speeches
commentary and analysis hangs together as a supplementary
reading package the answer is surprisingly well the policy
approach is particularly appropriate for the introductory course
and these pieces are discriminately chosen using a multitude
of different selections could have presented a problem of diffus eness the beginning student s approach to the field is likefuseness
ly to be fractionated enough without having to digest and synthesize so many bits and pieces along with the lecture the basic
text or whatever other readings are used moreover when the
contributions range from columnist russell baker ever hear
pacem in term
to pope john XXIII parem
of a two pants suit
kacem
terris
with works of assorted scholars journalists politicians and
public figures interspersed between one might anticipate an
almost indigestible melange to the credit of the editors however this is not the case the readings are generally well integrated to the few major topics through careful editing and arran
rangement
gement the selections within each chapter have an essential
unity and the materials overall are relevant to the central
themes of change and security the result is a surprisingly
coherent readable survey of basic issues in international affairs
that ought to serve well in the classroom
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while the typical latter

day saint s interest might light up
at the title of this little book it is less about lighting up than
about politics in the author s own words the study illustrates
generally the procedures and politics of bureaucratic policy
formulation in contemporary american government the vehicle of the study is the tangle of policy and politics which surrounded the passing of the cigarette labeling and advertising
act of 1965 while this act which required the warning label
on the sides of cigarette packages was billed by its proponents

